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The Compromise Value for NTU-Games

P. Qorm', H. Kciding', R. P. ~~IcLcan', S. Oortwijn', and S. Tijs'

Absrract: The compromise value is introduced as a single-valued solution concept for NTU-
games. It is shown that the compromise value coincides with the r-value for TU-games and
with the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution for bargaining problems. In addition the axiomatic char-
acterizations of both the hvo-person Kalai-Smorodinsky solution and the r-value can be ex-
tended to the compromise valuc for large classes of NTU-games.

we also present an alternative NTU-extension of the TU r-value (called the NTU z-valuel
which coincides with the Nash solution for two-person bargaining problems. The definition of
the NTU r-value is analogous to that of the Shapley NTU-value.

Both the compromise value and the NTU r-value are illustrated by means of the Roth-
Shafer examples.

1 Introduction

The Shapley value of TU (-Transferable Utility)-games, introduced by Shapley
(1953), has been generalized to NTU (- Non Transferable Utility)-games in various
ways. Shapley (1969) defined the NTU-value and Harsanyi (1959, 1963), Owen
(1971) and Imai (1983) considered o[her possible extensions. For the NTU-value an
axiomatic characterization has been provided by Aumann (1985a) and Kern (1985),
for the Harsanyi solution by Hart (1985a) and for monotonic solutions by Kalai and
Samet (1985).

This paper introduces the compromise value as an extension of the r-value of
Tijs (1981) for quasi-balanced TU-games to the class of compromise admissible
NTU-games. -

The compromise value as defined in section 3 is a one-point solution concept
that is based upon the upper and lower bounds for the core of an NTU-game that
are given in section 2. Interestingly, the compt'omise value coincides with the solu-
tion of Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975, in short KS-solution) for the special case of
bargaining games.

' Peter Borm, Stef Tijs, Department of Economics, Tilburg University, P.O. Box 90153,
5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands.

' Hans Keiding, Instituce of Economics, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
' Richard P. McLean, Department of Economics and RUTCOR, Rutaers University, New
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' Saskia Oortwijn, Dcpartment of Mathematics, University of Nijmegen, The :vetherlands.
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Section 4 shows that both the axiomatic characterization of the 2-person KS-
solution and the axiomatic characterization of the r-value given by Tijs (1987) can be
extended to the compromise value on a class of NTU-games. As a result, the com-
promise value is an extension of the KS-solution to NTU-games from a definitional
as well as an axiomatic viewpoint. This may at first seem rather confusing if one
recalls the paper of Roth (1979) showing, by means of an example, that there can be
no solution for general n-person bargaining problems which satisfies the (analogues
of the) axioms of the 2-person KS-solution. Roth's example will be discussed in de-
tail and, as we will see, the issue here is comprehensiveness in combination with a
weaker version of Pareto optimality.

Roth (1980) and Shafer (1980) introduced two special classes of games for
which, in their opinion, the Shapley NTU-value leads to a coun[erintuitive outcome.
This led to an interesting discussion of the NTU-value in the papers of Aumann
(1985b, 1986), Roth (1986) and Hart (1985b). In Section 5 the Roth-Shafer examples
are discussed in some detail and we compare the compromise value to the Shapley
and Harsanyi NTU-values for these examples.

Section 6 briefly discusses some results on the NTU T-value which is defined
along the lines of the Shapley NTU-value. Among others, i[ is seen that the NTU
r-value coíncides with the Nash solution for 2-person bargaining problems and that
one can prove existence (i.e. non-emptiness) for (a subclass of) compac[ly and con-
vexly generated NTU-games.

Notation: Let x, ye IR" and C, D C IR". We have x? ( J )y if and only if
x,?(~)y, for all ie{1, ..., n}, IItr:-{zeIIt" I z?0} and Qt" r:-{zEIIt" I z~0},

xy:- ~ x,y,eIIt, x.y:-(x,y,,...,x"y")eIlt", x~C:-{x~ce1R"IceC} and
;-~

Cf D:-{cf deIIt" I ceC, deD}.
Further, Conu(C) denotes the convex hull of C and

Comp(C):-{zelR" I there is a ceC such tha[ ~sc}

is the comprehensive hull of C.
Finally, with N:- { 1, ..., n} and iEN, e, e IIt" denotes the i-th unit vec[or and
eN- ~ e, is the n-tuple of 1's, and for S C N, xs-(x,),ESeIR' and .r is identified

iE.v

wi[h (xs~ xN~s).

2 NTU-Games: Bounds for the Core

~n ,VTU-game is a pair ( N, V) where N:-{ 1, 2, ..., n} is the set of players and V is
a set-valued function that assigns to each coaliNon Se2~`{9} a non-empty set
V(S) C IRS of atrainab(e payoff vectors. For each player ie,V we assume there is a
individua! rationa! payoff u(r)eIIt such that V({i})- {aelR i asu(r)} while, for
each Se2h~`{0},
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(i) V(S1 is closed and comprehensive ( i.e. if aeV(S) and bEIR' is such that
bsa, then bEV(,S)).

(ii) V(,~ n {ae(R` I a?(uV)),F,S} is bounded.

An NTU-game (N, V) will be often identified with V. The core C(V) consists of
those attainable payoff vectors for the grand coalition N which are stable with
respect to (strict) domination. More specifically, with

Dom ( V(S)):- { aE IIt s I 3,,F v~.n: b~ a}

representing the set of dominated payoff vectors for a coalition Se2N`{0},

C(V):-{ae V(N) I ~ 3SEZ~~101: aSeDom( V(S))}.

(1)

(2)

Let iEN. Assuming that the coalition N`{i} will never agree to a payoff vector
aelR'v`I'} with aeDom (V(N`{i})) or a;cv(j) for some jeN`{i}, the highest pos-
sible marginal contribution of player i by joining the coalition N`{i} is given by

K,( V):-sup {te 1R I 3oE ~~~ ~.~ :(a, t)E V(N), a~Dom (V(N` {i} ))
and a? (v(!~)~eN~l;{ } .

(3)

K;(V) is called the utopia payojjto player i. By assumption (ii) in the definition of
an NTU-game we have that K;(V)c ao. However, K,(V)- -ao might occur.

Assume K, ( V) e Qt for all jEN and consider a coali[ion S to which player i be-
longs. The formation of such a coalition is attractive for a player jeS`{i} if he gets
(slightly) more that the utopia payoff K,(V). Thus, player i can lay a rightful claim
to the remainder ps(V) which is given by

PS ( V):-sup { t e IR I 3oE ~s ~ ~~~ :(t, a) e V(S) and a~ Ks ~ t;l ( V) }. (4)

Among the 2"-' possible coalitions with ieS, player i can choose one where this
remainder is maximal. Let

k; ( V):-max ps ( V)
.S:IES

(5)

denote the minimal right of player i. Clearly k;(V)?v(t), but it might occur that
k;(V) - oo. In this paper we concentrate on NTU-games for which all utopia payoffs
and minimal rights for the various players are real numbers. In particular, this is
the case for NTU-games with a non-empty core: Theorem 1 shows that
K(V)-(K;(V)),E,,, and k(V)-(k,(V));EN establish an upper and lower bound for
the core, respectively.

Theorem I: Let (N, V) be an NTU-game with xeC([~. Then

k(V)~xSK(V).
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Prooj.- Obviously, (2) and (3) imply

K,( V)?sUp {IEIR ~ 3„Eut~`~.~:(a, f)EC(V)} ?X,

for all jEN. Hence, x~K(V).

P. (3orm ct al.

Let iENand choose a coalition Tai such that k,(V)-pT(V)-maxp,'(V).
S:~ES

Suppose k; ( V) ~ x;. Then we can choose e ~ 0 such that k, ( V) ~x, f e. Further, by
(4), there exists a vector a E IR T~ ~'~ such that (x, f e, a) E V(T) and a~ KT~ ~,t ( V).
However, this would imply that

xr~ (x~. Kr~i~l (V))C (x; f e. a)E V(T),

which contradicts the fact that xEC(V). Hence, k(V)sx. 0

The vectors k(V) and K(V) induce familiar bounds for TU-games and two-
person bargaining games.

(a) TU-games. A TU-game is a pair (N, u) where u is a function that assigns to each
coalition S a real number u(S) with u(0)-0. The core C(u) is defined by

C(u):-{aEIR'vl ~ a,-u(M, ~ a;?u(S) for all SC,V}.
~éN ~ES

For a TU-game (N, u), Tijs (1981) introduced a utopia vector M(u)EQZ'~ and a
minimal right vector m(u)EIRN as follows. For iEN,

M,(u):-u(N)-v(N`{i}) and m,( V):-max(u(S)- ~ M,(u)). (6)
S:IES ~EJ~{~E

For xEC(u), it was shown tha[ m(u)sxsM(v).
Associating an NTU-game ( N, V) to a TU-game (N, u) by defining

V(S):-{aElRsl ~a,su(.5)}
~ES

for all SE'N`{0}, it is straightforward to verify that C(u)-C(V), and that
M(u)-K(V) and m(u)-k(V) if u is such that u(N`{i})~ ` u(j) for all ieN.

~E..- ~.f

(b) Burgaining problems. [n an n-person bargaining problem (C, d), the non-empty
se[ C C IR" represents the set of feasible outcomes and dE C is the disagreement
point. Moreover, we assume that the following properties are satisfied:

(i) C is closed, convex and comprehensive.
(ii) There is an x"EC with xo~d.
(iii) C,,:- {xE C I x? d} is bounded.
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I ur a bargainin~; problcm (C, d), Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975) introduccd thc
utopia point rrlC', ~EIRv by defining u,(C, c~:-max ~aE1R I 3~,~,~~~~.~:(a, I))EC.~}
for all rF;v. Each bargaining problcm (C, cl) corresponds to an NTU-gamc (,V, V)
defincd by ticttin4 V(N')-Cand ~'(.~- {aE1R`lasc(,} for SCN, 5~0. Thcn, onc
easily ubtains that u(C, t~-K(V) and r1-k(V).

3 The Compromise Value

In this section the compromise value is introduced as an extension of the r-value for
quasi-balanced TU-games (cf. Tijs (1981)) to the class of compromise admissible
NTU-games.

Here, an NTU-game (N, V) is called cvmpromrse admissible if the utopia vector
K(V) and the minimal right vector k(V) of section 2 satisfy the following two prop-
erties:

(i) k(V)sK(V).
(ii) k(V)EV(N), K(V)~Dom(V(N)).

By f'N we denote the class of all compromise admissible NTU-games with player
set N. Clearly, we have

Lemma 1: Every NTU-game with a non-empty core is compromise admissible.

Proof.~ Let (N, V) be an NTU-game with xEC(V). Then, using theorem 1,
k(V)sxSK(V). In particular, since xEV(N), comprehensiveness implies that
k ( V) E V (N).

Suppose K(V)EDom(V(N)). Then there is an yeV(N) such that y1K(V)?x.
However, this contradicts the fact that xeC(V). We may conclude that the condi-
tions (i) and ( ii) are satisfied. p

For VE PN the compromise value T( V)E IRN is defined as the unique vector on
the line segment between k(V) and K(V) which lies in V(N) and is closest to the
utopia vector K(V). More specifically,

T(V):-z~K(~t(1 -ti~)k(V),

where

~lc,:-max{,iE[0, I] I ~iK(V)t (1 -.1)k(V)EV(N)}.

(8)

(9)

Note that ~ï~ is well-defined because k(V)eV(N) and V(N) is closed and compre-
hensive.
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Using the notations of' section 2, a TU-game ( N, u) is called yuasi-bulanced if
m (u) s M(u) and ~ m, (u) s u(N) ~ Z, ~YI, ( u). For a quasi-balanced TU-game (N, u)

,EN ~EN

che r-value r(u)eIItN is defined as the unique vector lying on the líne segment be-
tween m(u) and M(v) which is efficient, i.e. ~ r,(u)-u(M.

iEN

Assume u(N`{i})~ ~ uV) for all ieN and let V be the NTU-game corre-
~EN`{l~

sponding to u(cf. (7)). One easily verifies that u is quasi-balanced if and only if V is
compromise admissible, and that the r-value of u coincides with the compromise
value of V.

For a bargaining problem (C, d) one finds that the compromise value of thc
corresponding NTU-game V is the unique undominated feasible outcome lying on
the line segment between the disagreement point d and the utopia point u(C, d). In
particular, this outcome corresponds to the KS-solution for the bargaining problem
(C. ~.

4 Axiomatic Characterizations

As we have seen, the compromise value `definitionally' extends the Kalai-Smoro-
dinsky solution to NTU-games. In the first part of this section we show that the
axiomatic characterization of the 2-person KS-solution can be extended to the n-
person NTU-case as well.

Recalling the axioms of Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975), we first have to note
that they used a slightly different definition of a bargaining problem in which the
comprehensiveness requirement is dropped.

More formally, a KS-bargaining game (C, d) is such that O~CC IR", deC
and

(i) C is compact and convex.
(ii) There is an xoeC with xo1d.

Let B'~ denote the class of all KS-bargaining problems on ,v. For a(bargaining)
solution concept y: BN ~ IRN, Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975) and Roth (1979) con-
sidered the following four properties.

Pareto optimality: For all (C, d)eB'~ there does not exist an xEC wich

x? y(C, d) and x~ y(C, d).

Symmetry.. [f d,-d, for all i, jeN and CC IIt" is such that (c,),E;~.EC implies that
(cR~,~),E„EC for each permutation n: N-aN, then

y;(C, d)-y,(C, d) for all i, jeN.
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(Reslric[ed) Monn[onirilv: For all (C, d), (D, d)ef3'v with CC D and
u(C, d)-u(D, d) it holds that

Y(C, c~sYlD, d).

Invariance: For all ( C, d)EBN and each affine function j:IR"~IR" with
f(x) -~,r f (i, xe IR", for some a e IItr , and Qe IR", it holds that

vU(~),f(d))-I(v(~. d)).

It was shown that the KS-solution is the unique solution on the class of 2-person
KS-bargaining problems which satisfies (the restriction of) these four properties.
However, by means of the following example, Roth (1979) showed that there could
be no solution which satisfies the first three properties for general n-person KS-bar-
gaining problems.

E,rample 1: Let N- { 1, 2, 3}, C-Conu({0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1)}) and
d-(0, 0, 0). Suppose there is a solution y that satisfies Pareto-optimality, symmetry
and monotonicity. Then, by Pareto-optimality

y(C, d)eConu({0, 1, I), (I, 0, 1)}).

If a second bargaining problem (D, d) is defined by

D:-{(x,,xZ,x,)eIR'Ix,txZfx,s2and0~x;s1 forallie{1,2,3}},

then symmetry and Pareto optimality imply y(D, d)-(;,„;).
However, since C C D and u(C, d) - u(D, d) -(1, 1, I), monotonicity would

imply that y(C, d)~(;, ~, ~), giving a contradiction. Note that the Kalai-Smorodin-
sky solution of (C, d) equals ( 0, 0, 0).

Modifying the problem (C, d) to fit in the formalism of bargaining problems
introduced in Section 2 by considering Cotnp(C) instead of C(cf. Peters and Tijs
(1984)), one finds that the KS-solution ( i.e. the compromise value of the associated
NTU-game) equals (2, Z, Z).

As we will see in Lemma 3 and Theorem 4 below, comprehensiveness together
with a weakening of Pareto-optimality ( and symmetry) will allow an axiomatic ex-
tension of the 2-person KS-solution to the compromise value for a class of NTU-
games.

Let F: í~N--~ IItN be a solution concept for compromise admissible NTU-games.
The rule F is called efficien[ if

F( V) e V( N) `Dom ( V(N)) for all V e:oN.

F is symmetrrc if for all Ve PN and i, jeN

k,(V)-k,(V), K,(V)-K,([~ ~ F,(V)-F;(V).

(10)
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Furthcr F satisfies monotnnicirv if for all V, We "f. N

k(V)-k(W), K(V)-K(W), V(N)C W(N) ~ F(V)~F(W).

P. Dorm ~~ al.

For an NTU-game (N, V), ae IR :' , and QE IR`~ we can define the NTU-game
(N, ~ s V t Q) by

(a~. Vt~3)(S):-a.S.V(S) t{~3.5} for all SE2N`{0}.

One easily verifies that for compromise admissible V, awVtQ is compromise admis-
sible too. The rule F satisfies invariance if for all VE FN, aE lR'Y , and QEIRN,

F(af VtQ)-a~F(V)t~3. (13)

Note that both efficiency and symmetry establish weaker conditions than Pareto op-
timality and symmetry for the special case of bargaining problems, while monoton-
icity and invariance are immediate extensions of their "bargaining-counterparts".

Lemma 3: The compromise value T: FN--~ ~tN satisfies efficiency, symmetry, mono-
tonicity and invariance.

Proof.~ Symmetry and monotonicity are obvious. Invariance follows from the fact
that for all VE PN, aElRN . and QE IR'~ it holds that

K(a~Vt~i)-a~K(V)tQ and k(a~ Vf~3)-a~k(V)t(3.

Let VE PN. We show efficiency by proving that T(V)EV(N)`Dom(V(N)). By
definition we have T(V)EV(N). Suppose T(V)EDom(V(N)). Then there is an
yEV(N) such that y~T(V). Comprehensiveness and the definition of T(V) imply
that T(V)-K(V). Then however K(V)EDom(V(N)) which contradicts the fact that
V E ~N. (]

Let I'N denote the class of all compromise admissible NTU-games [hat satisfy
the following three properties:

(i) V(N) is convex and {xE V(N) I x?k(V)}
boundary has no segments parallel to a
mann (198Sa)).

(ii) k(V)cK(V).
(iii) (k,~,~~,} (V), K,(V))E V(N) for all iEN.

is non-levef in the sense that its
coordinate hyperplane (cf. ~u-

Convexity and non-levelness are important assumptions in the axiomatic char-
acterizations of the Shapley NTU value and the Harsanyi solution (see Aumann
(198Sa) and Hart (1985a)). Condition (iii) requires that each players' utopia payoff
cannot be " too big" relative to the minimal right payoffs of the other players. For
example, the class I'N contains all NTU-games satisfying condition (i) that corre-
spond to bargaining probtems.
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Restricting thc domain of a solution conccpt to ï`, thc four propcrtics diti-
cussed above establish an axiomatic characterization of the compromitie value.

Theorem 4: The compromise value T is the unique rule on l-` that satisfies efficien-
cy, symmetry, monotonicity and invariance.

Proof.~ ( a) Using Lemma 3 it is seen that the compromise value satisfies the four
properties. With respect to invariance one should note that VEïN, aE IR :' . and
(3EIR'" tmplY cr~ Vf~3EI'~v.
(b) Let F:I'N--~IIt'~ satisfy the four properties and let WEI'"', We prove that
F(W)-T(W). Dcfining V:-W-k(W) it follows that k(V)-0 and, since
k(V)cK(V), .iEIR';' , with ~1,-(K,(V))-' for iEN is well-defined.

Obviously, k(d}V)-x.k(V)-0 and K(,1~.V)-~l:K(V)-e,N, so the compro-
mise value T( a.. V) lies on the line segment connecting the origin and eN. Moreover,
by (i) and ( iii) in the definition of f-N we have that Conv({e,, ..., e„}) C~l ~ V(N), so
efficiency of T implies T(~l ~ V) ~,'-t e,,,. Non-levelness implies T(.1 ~ V)C eN.

Now consider the NTU-game U defincd by

~{XEIR's~x~~} Íf S;fe, S~N
L'(~:- Comp(Conu({e,, ..., e„, T(~l~ V)})) if S-N.

Obviously, since T(.i ~ V) s eN, K(U) - eN and, consequentty, k((,') - 0. Hence U is
compromise admissible and (ii) and ( iii) in the definition of iv are satisfied. Trivial-
ly, U(N) is convex and, using the fact that T(.1 ~. V) c e,v, one readily verifies that
{xEU(N),.r?0} is non-level which implies that UEi'v.

Using symmetry of F it follows that F,(U) - F,(U) for all i, jE,~1, so by efficien-
cy and the construction of U(.~ we have

F(U) - T(.( ~. V).

Clearly U(N) C ~l ~ V(N), and monotonicity implies

F(U)sF(;~~V), i.e. T(.1~V)sF(J~V).

But then, using efficiency and non-levelness, T(~l ~ V) - F(~l 4 V).
Hence, by invariance of both T and F, T( V) - F( V) and T( W) - F( W) which

finishes the proof. p

We now provide an alternative axiomatic characterization of the compromise
value based on the characterization of the TU r-value of Tijs ( 1987).

Let F: íoN-~ 1R'v. The rule F is said to have the minima! right properry if

F(V)-k(V)tF(V-k(V)) for all VE FN, (14)

and F has the restricted proportionality property if F(V) is a multiple of the utopia
vector K(V) for all VE ~h' with k(V)-0.
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Efficiency together with these two propertíes characterize [he compromise value
on ~N, where ~N is the class of all compromise admissible NTU-games (N, V) for
which {xE V(N) I x?k(V)} is non-level.

Theorem S: The compromise value T is the unique rule on FN that satisfies efficien-
cy, the minimal right property and the restricted proportionality property.

ProoJ.- (a) Obviously, the compromise value T: ~N-~IRN satisfies the minimal right
property and restricted proportionality. For efficiency we refer to Lemma 3.
(b) Let F: ~N~IRN satisfy the three properties stated in the theorem. Let VE f'N.
We prove that F(V)-T(V). Using the minimal right property, we deduce that
F(V)-k(V)tF(V-k(V)). Since k(V-k(V))-0, the restricted proportionality
property implies there is a~1E1[t such that F(V)-k(V)t~K(V-k(V))-~K(V)
t(1-~i)k(V).
Using non-levelness of {xE V(N) I x?k(V)}, efficiency of F implies that ~l -~~ with
.(„as in (9). Hence, F(V)-T(V). ~

5 Examples

In this section, we compute the compromise value for two well known examples.
The first is found in Roth (1980) and the second is a modification of an example of
Shafer (1980) that is found in Hart and Kurz (1983). These examples have provoked
an interesting discussion in the literature focusing on the interpretation of the
Shapley NTU value (defined in Shapley (1969) and axiomatized in Aumann (1985a))
and the Harsanyi solution (defined in Harsanyi (1963) and axiomatized in Hart
(1985a)). We will assume that the reader is familiar with these two concepts and the
detailed discussions in Aumann (1985b), Roth (1986), Aumann (1986) and Hart
(1985b).

Example 2.~ Let N- { 1, 2, 3}. For a parameter p with 0 ~ps;, the NTU-game
(N, Vo) is defined by ( the subscripts denote players):

VP({!})- {a,EIR I a;SO} (IEN)
VP({l, 2})- {(a,, a,)EIR` I(a,, a,)s(Z, ;)}
VP({1, 3})- {(a,. a,)ElR` I(a,, a~)5(P, 1-P)}
Vv({2, 3})- {(az, Q ~)E~Z I(az, aa)~(p, I-p)}
VP({ 1, 2, 3})- {a-(a,, a,, a,)EIR' I asb for some

bEConu {(2, Z, 0), {p, 0, 1 -p), (0, p, 1-p)} }.

If Osp~ ;, then

C(Vp) - Conu {(Z, ., 0), (2, p, 0)} v Conu {(;, ;, 0), (p, ;, 0)}

and
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KfVP)-(;, :.t)) and k(VP)-(P.P. 0).

Further, (N, V, ) is a symmetric game with

C(V~)-{(;,;,0),(z,0.i),(0,~ ;) },~(V~)-(z,:,Z)andk(V~)-(0.0,0).
. . F

For the games V„ with 05pG Z, it follows that the compromise value T(VP) equals
the core element K(VP)-(2, q,0). Further, one finds that .i,,,z-~. So, for p-Z,
the compromise value is equal to (;, -,, ;).

In Table I, we compare the compromise value, the Shapley NTU value and the
Harsanyi NTU value for Example 2.

Table I

p-0 OGpG2 p-Z~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ShapleY {(i, i, ~), (5, 5, 5)} ( i, i, 5) (3, i, i)
1 1 I P 1 P zP I I 1Harsanyi (Z , 2, 0) (~ - j, Z- 3' 3) (3~ 3~ 7)

Compromise (Z , Z, 0) (2, Z , 0) ('-,, ;, ,-)

[f p- ;, the game V, is completely symmetric and all three solutions yield the
f

natural outcome (;, ;, ;). For Ospc Z, Roth argues that (2, Z, 0) is the most "rea-
sonable" outcome since it is the unique (strong) core outcome, it yields to players 1
and 2 the highest possible payoffs that they can attain in the game VP and players 1
and 2 can attain their payoffs without player 3. Aumann has counterargued that if
coalitions can form randomly, then player 3's expected payoff could be positive if
players 1 and 2 are willing to "settle" when they are paired with player 3 in order to
avoid being shut out later. As p decreases, the negotiating position of player 3 be-
comes weaker since l and 2 have little to lose if they fail to strike a bargain with 3.
Thus, player 3's payoff is arguably positive but decreasing in p. This is precisely how
the Harsanyi solution behaves. On the other hand, the Shapley NTU value and the
compromise value are "extreme" outcomes. Informally, the Shapley NTU value
treats player 3 as if he were "as powerful" as players 1 and 2(i.e, as if p- 2) even
when p is close to 0. On the other hand, the compromise value treats player 3 as if he
were "powerless" relative to players 1 and 2(i.e. as if p-0) even if p is close to Z.
Mathematically, the TU game from which the Shapley NTU value is computed
treats the players symmetrically if OGps Z. At the other extreme, the utopia and
the minimal right payoffs for player 3 in VP are 0 if OspG 2.

Example 3: Consider an exchange market with three traders and two commodities,
where the initial endowment cu; E 1R; and the utility function u;: IRt-~ iR of trader
1E { 1, 2, 3} are given by

w~ - (1 - E, 0), ~z - (0, 1- e), ~~ - (E. E)
u,(c,,cZ)-u~(c,,cZ)-min{c,,cz} andu3(c,,cZ)-Z(c,fcZ)forall(c,,cZ)EIR~
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For some 0 ~ e ~ 5.
This exchange market corresponds to an NTU-game (N, V) with N- ; l, 2, 3}

and

Vt(S):-{aEIR` I 3~.s-~-d,Es:u,(,l(i))?a,. ~Í(J)- S w,} for all SE2N`{0}.
JES JE.S

So, in particular, with subscripts representing players,

Vc({1 })- {a,EÍR ~ a, ~~}, V({Z})- {a,EIR ~ a,50}, V({3})- {a,EIR I a,SE},
Vt({1,2})-{(a,,az)EIRZIu,fa2sl-e,a,sl-e, aZsl-e},
Vt({1,3})-{(u,,G,)EQt'-la,tu,s;tZe,a,se,a,sZf;e},
Vt({2, 3})- {(a2, a,)EIR21 a2ta,s: t Ze, a,~e, a,s Z t ze},
Vt({1, 2, 3})- {(a,, a2, a3)EIEt' I a, ta,ta,5 1, a, 5 1, a,~ l, a, ~ 1}.

One can check that

C(VE)-{(al,a2,a1)Eltt' ~a,fa2ta,-1, al?E, az~E. al-E}

and that K(Vt)-(] - 2e, I-2e, e) and k(Vt)-(e, e, e). Therefore, T(Vt)-
1 c ~ t(z-~, Z-Z~ E)-

We compare the Shapley NTU value, the Harsanyi NTU value and the Com-
promise value for example 3 in Table 2 below.

Table 2

Shapley

Harsanyi

Compromise

S Sc S Sc , Sc
( 12 - 12' 12 - 12' 6} 6)

, St , Sc Sc
(2 - 6 ~ Z - g ~ j )

, c , c
(z-z~ i-z~ E)

Shafer has argued that in this example of a pure exchange economy, the
Shapley NTU value is not reasonable because player 3 receives a utility level of at
least 6 even if e- 0 because of the utility producing properties of player 3's utility
function. However, the same "safety vs. coordination" argument as given above ~an
be applied to this example to justify a payoff to player 3 that is posicive but decreas-
ing in e. Both the Harsanyi payoff and the compromise value payoff are consistent
with such an argument with the compromise value giving 1 and 2 more (and 3 less)
than they receive in the Harsanyi value.

6 The NTU r-Value

In Shapley (1969) the ~ï-transfer TU-game associated with an NTU-game is intro-
duced and the NTU (Shapley)-value is obtained from the Shapley value of these
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games. Analogously, this section introduces the NTU r-value by means of the
r-value of yuasi-balanced ~l-transfer games.

Let (N, V) be an NTU-game. Define A,v:- {~ e IR'Y I À? 0, ~ ti, - 1}. A vector
,fN

~leAN is called V-jeusible if sup {~~l,a, I ue V(S)} c oo for all .SE2N` {0}. For each
~ES

V-feasible vector ,ieON the TU-game ( N, vA) with

Ua(0):-0, U, (S):-SUp {~ A,a, I ae V(S)} for Se2N`{0}
~Es

is called a.l-transfer game corresponding to V.
If for all V-feasible ~t the corresponding ~l-transfer games are quasi-balanced,

then the game V is called r-admissible. By .~l'v we denote the class of all r-admissible
NTU-games with player set N. For VE.aIN the NTU r-value r( V) C IR'~ is defined
by

r(V):-{xeV(N) I there is a V-feasible ~IEAN such that r(u,;)-~l~.r}. (16)

For TU-games the NTU r-value coincides with the r-value. Consider an
NTU-game (N, V) that arises from a quasi-balanced TU-game (N, u). Obviously,
.l -(~, ~,.. ., ;) is the unique V-feasible vector in ~N. Further, since u, (S) - ~ u(.S)
for all Se2`", r(uA)-;,r(u)-ti~r(u). Hence, r(V)- {r(u)}.

For two-person bargaining problems, the NTU r-value and the Nash bargaining
solution (cf. Nash (1950)) coincide. Let ({ 1, 2}, V) correspond to a bargaining prob-
lem (C, d). Obviously, V is r-admissible. Since for each (quasi-balanced) two-person
TU-game, the Shapley value and the r-value coincide, it follows that the NTU-value
and the NTU r-value are the same for each (two-person) bargaining game. More-
over, since the NTU-value coincides with the Nash bargaining solution (cf. Shapley
(1969)), this also holds for the NTU r-value.

To further illustrate the NTU r-value, reconsider the game V~ of Example 3 in
Section 5. One easily checks that each .ieAN is V~-feasible. The corresponding
.l-transfer games are denoted by u~.,,.

Let ~lEAN and zEVE(N) be such that ~l..r-r(ve.;).
Suppose there exists a player ieN such [hat :t,G max i.,. Since u~.,, (N) - max .?,

,E,V ,E.V

and ~ r, (ve,,,) - u~.; (N), one finds that x; - 0 and, consequently r, (u~, ~) - 0.
~E,14

Distinguishing cases, some calcula[ion shows that af,(u~.A)10, m,(u,,;)?0 and
~ m,(u,.,;)~u~,;(N). However, since this should imply that r,(u~,;)~0, we arrive at

~EN
a contradiction. We may conclude that d-(,, ;, ;). Then c,,; is ~iven by

uE.;(0)-0, u~,;({1})-u~.;({2})-0, u~.,;,({3})-;e, u~.;({1,2})-;-;e,
u~.;({1,3})-uF,,({2,3})-ótbeandv~,;({1, 2,3})-;.

Hence, r(u~.,.)-M(c~.;.)-m(u~.~)-(fi-6e, n-be, ;e)and rlV~)-{('-;e, ;-,e. e)}.
No[e that the compromise value and the (uniquej NTU r-value of V~. coincide.
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An NTU-game (N, V) is called zero-udjusted if v(r)?0 for all ieN and convexlv
and compactly generarecl if, for each Se2'~`{0} there exists a convex and compact
set C(S) C IRs such that

V(S)-{aEIRSI3,E~,s~:a~c}. (17)

Note that the Shafer game of example 3 satisfies these two properties.
Using the same line of argument as in the existence proof of the NTU-value

given by Shapley ( 1969), one can show

Theorem 6: Let the NTU-game (N, V) be r-admissible, zero-adjusted and convexly
and compactly generated. Then r( V) ~ 0.

Let (N, V) be an NTU-game. Note that the NTU r-value is defined only if for
aIl V-feasible ~et1N the corresponding ~l-transfer games are quasi-balanced. Howev-
er, the definition readily can be extended to a larger class of games by requiring that
only some feasible 1, e ON give rise to quasi-balanced ~i-transfer games. vtore specifi-
cally, we introduce

r' ( V):- {Xe V(N) I there is a V-feasible .l e 0N such that va is (18)
quasi-balanced and.l~.x-r(u;)}.

Obviously, if V is r-admissible, then r'(V)-r(V). Using this extended defini-
tion, the NTU r-value can be calculated for the Roth games Vp of example 2 for
O~p~~. Since Vp is compactly generated, each .~e~N is Vp-feasible. The corre-
sponding .ï-transfer games up, x are given by vp, x({ i})- 0 for all i eN,

up,,r({1, 2})- Z(~i t~z), vp.,~({1, 3})-P~i f(1 -P)~3,
vp.z ( {2, 3 } ) -P~lz f (1 -p).l~ and
vv.x(M-max {z(~~ t~z), P~i f(1 -P)~3, P~z t(1 -p).~~}.

Note that Vp is not r-admissible because for .i -(,ó~ ~ó~ ó) we have that

M~(Un.z)-~C ió-m~(uv.,t),

which implies that vp,;, is not quasi-balanced. With respect to r' it can be shown
that

T'(Vp)-1(2,z.X3)IXJ~O}V{XEIEtNI ~Xjsl,X1~P,X2~p.X3-1-p}
jeN

for all O~pc2, and

T'(V,~2)-{XEIRNIX~-Z,XZtX,SZ}v{XEIR'vIXz-Z,X~tX,~z}
U {XEIR'~IX,-2, X~tX:sZ}.
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Remurk: Should one restrict attention to oositive V-feasible vectors ,t only, there
does not exist an NTU r-value in case p-; and, for Ospc;, thcre is a unique
NTU r-value ( ;-, ;, 0).
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